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Abstract

Adaptive Web-based Educational Systems represent an emerging technology that provides a unique advantage over traditional Web-based Educational Systems; that is the ability to adapt to the user's needs, goals, preferences etc. Adaptive Web-based Educational Systems are increasingly becoming part of the mainstream education, yet there does not exist a disciplined way of designing them - most of the development is ad-hoc. This paper aims to fill this void, which is the absence of disciplined design, by recording the expertise of existing Adaptive Web-based Educational Systems in the form of design patterns. We present a categorization of the patterns according to an established paradigm in Adaptive Hypermedia and we provide three exemplary patterns.
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1. Introduction

An Adaptive Web-based Educational System (AWES) [1] is a dynamic web-based application, which provides a tailored learning environment to its users, by adapting both the presentation and the navigation through the content. Such a system is comprised of learning resources, as well as a set of tools that facilitate the process of studying, such as exams/questionnaires, glossaries, communication tools, etc. The learning content is dynamically generated based on some pedagogical rules that combine the (domain) model of the content with the model of the user. AWES are currently a ‘hot’ topic of research in the broader field of adaptive hypermedia applications [2],[3] and several AWES systems have been built during the past years [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. Several educational institutions are nowadays designing and developing their own AWES due to the fact that AWES leverage the shortcomings of non-adaptive web-based educational systems, also known as Learning Management Systems or Virtual Learning Environments. In contrast to the latter, AWES can provide tailored, one-to-one tutoring, according to the specific characteristics of each individual learner rather than serve the same content massively to all the learners. Furthermore, some educational or research institutions tend to develop their own AWES in order to implement and test their own learning theories or instructional design methods. However, the design and implementation of Adaptive Web-based Educational Systems (AWES) is a complex, if not overwhelming, task. This is due to the fact that it involves people from diverse backgrounds, such as software developers, web application experts, content developers, domain experts, instructional designers, user modelling experts and pedagogues, to name just a few. Moreover, these systems have presentational, behavioural, pedagogical and architectural aspects that need to be taken into account. To make matters worse, most AWES are designed and developed from scratch, without taking advantage of the experience from previously developed Adaptive Web-based Educational Systems, because the latter’s design is not codified or documented. As a result, development teams are forced to ‘re-invent the wheel’. Therefore, systematic and disciplined approaches must be devised in order to overcome the complexity and assortment of AWES and achieve overall product quality within specific time and budget limits. One such approach is the use of design patterns [14], so that these systems are not designed and implemented from scratch, but based on reusable design experience gained over several years of trial-and-error attempts. Therefore good design can be made explicit, and available to the whole community of designers, so that it becomes common practice. In this way, designers of new or existing AWES, especially inexperienced designers, can take advantage of previous design expertise and save precious time and resources.

The idea of design patterns began in the field of building architecture, when Christopher Alexander conceived the idea of capturing design guidelines in the form of design patterns [14]. According to him, “each pattern describes a problem, which occurs over and over again in our
environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over⁹. Patterns are not conceived in a ‘big bang’ but rather discovered or mined after numerous implementations of the same solution in a given problem, usually by different people. Alexander also proposed the notion of a pattern language, which is a collection of related patterns that captures the whole of the design process and can guide the designer through step-by-step design guidelines.

The ‘Alexandrian’ patterns found many followers in the computer science discipline, especially after the so-called ‘GOF’ book for object-oriented design [15]. Some of the fields that have adopted patterns are: software architecture [16],[17], hypermedia engineering [18], object-oriented analysis [19], business modelling [20], etc. Design patterns have also been developed for the field of Human Computer Interaction [21], including patterns for Interaction Design [22], [23], User Interfaces [24], Web Applications [25], Cooperative Interaction [26], Usability [27] and for teaching Human-Centred Design [28]. There is also a repository of patterns in the conventional learning and pedagogical discipline, mainly focused on teacher-based learning [29]. Recently the e-learning community has established a design pattern repository [30],[31], and it is this domain where the added value of this paper aims at. A relevant initiative that attempts to define reusable design techniques in user-modelling based adaptivity and adaptability can be found at [32].

This paper aims to initiate a pattern language for the domain of AWES, based on a well-established reference model for adaptive hypermedia, the AHAM model [2]. In particular, it uses the various layers, components and interfaces of AHAM to categorize and organize the patterns. It also portrays an overview of the entire pattern language at three levels of abstraction:

- The seven categories of patterns according to AHAM
- The organization of the patterns in a specific category, the user model
- A sample exemplary pattern for each level of refinement of the user model category

The structure of the rest of this paper is as follows: the second section categorizes the pattern in the domain of AWES into seven thematic groups by utilizing the AHAM reference model. The third section presents an overview of the patterns in one category, namely the user model patterns, while the fourth section portrays three exemplary patterns for different levels of refinement in the user model category. Finally, the fifth section wraps up with conclusions and ideas for future work.

2. Design Patterns for AWES

The most widely accepted reference model for adaptive hypermedia applications is AHAM [2], a model based on the well-established Dexter reference model [33] for hypermedia applications. AHAM extends the Dexter model and proposes that an adaptive hypermedia application is comprised of the following parts:

- **Within component layer**, which deals with the content and structure inside the hypermedia nodes.
- **Storage layer**, which is comprised of three parts:
  - The **user model** which defines the knowledge acquired by the learner and the links s/he has visited.
  - The **domain model**, which is a “database” with all the nodes and links of the application.
  - The **teaching model**, which is a set of pedagogical rules that combines the user model and the domain model to perform the actual adaptation.
- **Run-time layer**, which deals with the presentation of the hypermedia to the user and takes care of the dynamic aspects of the system.

AHAM also defines two interfaces between the above layers:

- An **anchoring interface** that connects the storage layer and in particular the domain model, with the within component layer
- A **presentation specification interface** between the storage layer and in particular the domain model with the run-time layer.

Fig. 1 depicts the AHAM reference model, using the object-oriented notation of the Unified Modelling Language [34].

![Figure 1. The AHAM Reference Model](image)

According to the software engineering discipline [35] a reference model is a division of a system’s functionality into parts, together with the flow of information between the pieces. The AHAM reference model accomplishes exactly that:

- It separates the functionality of an adaptive hypermedia application into three parts, namely the three layers, storage, within component and run-time.
• It defines the flow of information between the above parts through the two interfaces proposed by the model, anchoring and presentation specifications.

The AHAM reference model is adopted in this paper because it provides a clear and precise way to categorize the patterns in the domain of adaptive web-based educational applications. These categories define different thematic groups that solve similar problems, and they assist in managing the patterns, especially when their number increases to a large extent. Therefore, for the domain of AWES, we define seven categories of patterns:

• **Run-time layer patterns** that deal with the User Interface and dynamic aspects of AWES.

• **User model patterns** that concern the ways of creating and manipulating user models.

• **Domain model patterns** that concern the ways that the content is structured into nodes connected by links.

• **Teaching model patterns** that deal with the pedagogical rules that combine the user model and the domain model to perform the adaptation of the content.

• **Within component layer patterns** that concern the structuring of the content and the content per se within the nodes.

• **Anchoring patterns** that deal with the ways to link domain model elements with the within-component layer elements.

• **Presentation specification patterns** that concern the presentation of the domain model elements in the run-time layer.

The whole pattern language that is comprised of the aforementioned categories is not possible to be presented here due to its size. Instead the next section will provide an overview of the user model patterns, by briefly outlining what the patterns are and what problems they solve.

### 3. The map of user model patterns

This section presents an overview of the design patterns that belong to the user model patterns category, as described in the previous section. The organization of these patterns can be achieved according to their interdependencies [15]. In the most fundamental repositories of patterns such as [16], [15], graphs or maps are designed that show how the distinct patterns refer to each other and what the nature of their relationship is. Fig. 2 depicts the relationships between the proposed AWES user model design patterns. The semantics of the arrows between the patterns is that the pattern at the beginning of the arrows defines a general solution that in sequence entails more specific problems that are resolved by the patterns at the end of the arrows.

The user model component of an AWES is responsible for describing, representing, acquiring and maintaining the user model [36]. It is of paramount importance to define a complete and accurate user model so that the system can better adapt to the user’s individual needs and characteristics. This is subsequently used in the adaptation phase, where primarily navigation and presentation are tailored to the user’s needs. The patterns presented here attempt to cover the entire user modelling process. They originate from studying [36] a significant number of existing AWES, along with codifying expertise in user modelling. It is noted that the pattern names are in uppercase letters, so as to distinguish them inside the text. The **USER MODEL COMPONENT** is the umbrella pattern addressing the problem of how we design the user model component of an Adaptive Web-based Educational System (AWES) from scratch. It entails the following patterns:

![Figure 2. The patterns for user modelling in AWES](image-url)
1. USER MODEL DESCRIPTION, shows what information should a user model that is to be used in an Adaptive Web-based Educational System (AWES) include, namely:
   i. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA, which refers to the demographic information that has to be kept about the user.
   ii. USER GOALS, which refers to the user’s educational goals when using the AWES.
   iii. USER PREFERENCES, which describes the user’s preferences with respect to the various dimensions of the learning opportunity e.g. learning style or mode of assessment.
   iv. USER KNOWLEDGE, which describes what should be considered as user knowledge and where this information may be found.
   v. USAGE DATA, which portrays how usage data, can be exploited to learn things about the user.
   vi. STEREOTYPE, which explains how stereotypes can be employed in a user model.

2. USER MODEL REPRESENTATION solves the problem of representing the user model. It is supported by the following patterns:
   i. START FROM THE DESCRIPTION, which summarizes that the user model’s description individual elements are the ones to be represented.
   ii. REPRESENTATION FORM SUITS DATA TYPES, which explains why the data’s characteristics can play an important role in the representation.
   iii. CONFORM WITH ADAPTATION RULES, which gives evidence why the form of representation also depends on the adaptation rules format.
   iv. CONSIDER THE USABILITY OBJECTIVES, which describes the reason why some of the AWES usability objectives may affect the decision regarding the representation form.
   v. SELECT REPRESENTATION FORM(S), which demonstrates that one form of representation, may not be suitable to represent all the elements of the user model’s description, but several forms may be selected.
   vi. TRANSFORM DATA IF NECESSARY, which explains the probability that the data derived after processing the raw data are not in the required representation form and as a result need to be transformed.
   vii. APPLY MULTIPLE DATA RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES IF NECESSARY, which gives evidence that different elements of the user model description, may not be suitable to be acquired with the same data retrieval techniques.
   viii. DETERMINE APPLICABLE STEREOTYPE, which describes the process of determining the stereotype that applies to the particular user model description instance.

3. USER MODEL INITIALIZATION addresses the problem of acquiring the user model initially. It is supported by the following patterns:
   i. DEFINE DESIRED SUBSET OF ELEMENTS, which describes the subset of the user model elements that the designer considers sufficient to form the initial user model.
   ii. DEFINE INITIALIZATION PRIORITIES, which analyzes the fact that some elements of the user model description, need to be initialized before some others.
   iii. THE USER PROVIDES DATA, which describes the process of the user providing some elements of information directly.
   iv. PROCESS RAW DATA, which describes the process of the system deriving some elements of information based on the user’s interaction with the AWES.
   v. TRANSFORM DATA IF NECESSARY, which explains the probability that the data derived after processing the raw data are not in the required representation form and as a result need to be transformed.
   vi. APPLY MULTIPLE DATA RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES IF NECESSARY, which gives evidence that different elements of the user model description, may not be suitable to be acquired with the same data retrieval techniques.
   vii. DETERMINE APPLICABLE STEREOTYPE, which describes the process of determining the stereotype that applies to the particular user model description instance.

4. USER MODEL MAINTENANCE addresses the problem of maintaining an accurate user model.
   i. AUTOMATICALLY DETECT CHANGES, which describes the process of the system monitoring the users’ interaction to determine changes in their user model.
   ii. DEFINE UPDATE FREQUENCY, which explains that the task of updating the user model should take place with a certain frequency that depends on a number of factors.
   iii. THE USER PROVIDES DATA (same as above)
   iv. PROCESS RAW DATA (same as above)
   v. TRANSFORM DATA IF NECESSARY (same as above)
   vi. APPLY MULTIPLE DATA RETRIEVAL TECHNIQUES IF NECESSARY (same as above).
   vii. DETERMINE APPLICABLE STEREOTYPE (same as above)

4. A sample pattern from each level

A proposed pattern gets accepted by the corresponding pattern community only if there have been two or three examples of its use by someone other than the one who suggested the pattern [16]. Therefore we have searched for the implementation of the proposed patterns in existing AWES, such as AHA! [4], I-Help [10], ISIS-Tutor [7], ELM-ART II [8], BGP-MS (with KN-AHS) [11], Interbook [9], AST [13], INSPIRE [37], DCG [38], ACE [39] and ALE [12].

The next step was to describe them in a suitable format in a similar way to patterns of other domains. As eloquently stated in [40], it is more difficult to describe patterns than to actually find them. Almost all of the approaches that have proposed patterns in a subject field have also suggested a novel way of describing and cataloguing them. Our suggestion for a pattern description format is largely based on the format proposed in [41] and contains the following fields:

1. Name – a unique name to distinguish the pattern and uniquely refer to it.
2. Problem – a brief description of the design problem at hand.
3. **Context** – the situation in which the problem is solved by the solution.
4. **Forces** – the often-contradictory factors that need to be accounted for when choosing a solution to the problem.
5. **Solution** – a description of the solution proposed by this pattern that addresses the problem and motivation stated earlier.
6. **Related Patterns** – other patterns that are related to this one in some way, e.g. they are involved in the solution.
7. **Known uses** – examples of real AWES where this pattern has been applied.

A significant number of patterns of this language have been presented in [36]. For illustrative purposes, in this paper we include one pattern from each level as seen in Fig. 2, namely the USER MODEL COMPONENT, the USER MODEL DESCRIPTION and the USER GOALS patterns.

### 4.1 The USER MODEL COMPONENT

**Problem**: How do we design the user model component of an Adaptive Web-based Educational System (AWES)?

**Context**: You are designing an Adaptive Web-based Educational System. You are at the stage of designing the USER MODEL COMPONENT.

**Forces**:
- Maintaining knowledge about the user’s individual needs and characteristics is the most important factor in being able to provide tailored tutoring through AWES.
- Different users have different goals, plans, attributes, capabilities, knowledge and beliefs. The collection of these elements represents the user, in the sense that it describes their uniqueness in relation to the use of an AWES. This collection is referred to as the user model.
- The user’s characteristics can be determined through their interaction with the system. However, once this information becomes available, it has to be stored in a format that will facilitate further processing.
- During the user’s interaction with the system, the elements that form their model will most probably change. This change is to be detected and used to update their model so that the system has an accurate (to the degree possible) image of the user at all times. Maintaining good user models is fundamental for designing successful AWES that tailor instructional strategies, in terms of both content and style, and also provide feedback, hints, examples or extra problems accordingly.

**Solution**:
The task of designing a user modelling component can be divided into several smaller problems/questions: what information the user model should include, how it should be extracted, how it should be represented, how it should be updated. Formally, this component should be comprised of the following elements:
- **USER MODEL DESCRIPTION** - what we know about the user that will be useful in further processing
- **USER MODEL INITIALIZATION** - what methods do we use to gather the information needed to form the user model initially
- **USER MODEL REPRESENTATION** - how do we represent the user model
- **USER MODEL MAINTENANCE** - how is an accurate user model maintained

**Related patterns**: USER MODEL DESCRIPTION, USER MODEL INITIALIZATION, USER MODEL REPRESENTATION, USER MODEL MAINTENANCE

**Known uses**: All the AWES examined have implemented this pattern, since it is the foundation stone for an AWES.

### 4.2 The USER MODEL DESCRIPTION

**Problem**: What information should a user model that is to be used in an Adaptive Web-based Educational System (AWES) include?

**Context**: You are designing an Adaptive Web-based Educational System and specifically the USER MODEL COMPONENT. You are at the stage of designing the USER MODEL DESCRIPTION.

**Forces**:
- A user model in an AWES is essentially the information the system holds about the user and is mainly related to the learning process.
- This information has to be such that the system can better adapt to the user’s individual needs.
- When observing the interaction between a human personal tutor and a student, we can identify several adaptations that take place, some of which do so explicitly and some implicitly. The tutor will primarily organize the material based on the student’s level, his preferred mode of delivery, the required course duration, etc. Subsequently and throughout the duration of the course he will monitor the student’s progress and provide feedback, hints, examples or extra problems accordingly. The information based on which the tutor can take decisions like the ones mentioned, is information that also has to be available to an AWES for the same purpose: better adaptation to the user.
- It is often necessary to design the user model description in such a way that the description is portable to other AWES as well. For example if a user moves to a different institution s/he would need to be accompanied by the user model formed in the
previous AWES so that it can be imported into the new AWES.

Solution:
The information that has to be kept in the user model for the system to better adapt itself can be divided into number of distinct elements. Specifically, a complete user model description should generally be comprised of the following elements:

- DEMOGRAPHIC DATA, which are relevant to the particular AWES (e.g. as age, gender, etc.)
- USER GOALS, which are related to the specific topic to be learnt (e.g. “to complete course X”)
- USER PREFERENCES with respect to the various dimensions of the learning opportunity (e.g. the mode of delivery or assessment)
- USER KNOWLEDGE, which includes topics covered and weaknesses and strengths on particular areas, sections or points of the topic to be learnt
- USAGE DATA, which include information like which pages were viewed, in what order, etc.
- The STEREOTYPE that applies to the user, which essentially is the group of users s/he belongs to based on some predefined presuppositions (e.g. the “Novice Users” stereotypes, the “Expert Users” stereotype).

In order to achieve portability of the user model, its description should be compatible with an international accredited standard. Currently, the most suitable standard to describe the user model is the IMS Learner Information Package Specification [42]. This standard entails all six elements prescribed by this pattern.

Related patterns: USER MODEL COMPONENT, DEMOGRAPHIC DATA, USER GOALS, USER PREFERENCES, USER KNOWLEDGE, USAGE DATA, STEREOTYPE.

Known Uses: In INSPIRE [37], the description is comprised of data on the learner herself (general information, learning style), knowledge level on different topics and learning goals, performance on tests, number, type and order of resources s/he has accessed, etc. In ELM-ART [8] the description contains pages visited, test performance, known items, inferred as known items, user interaction (episodic knowledge). In DCG [38] it is limited to student knowledge, history and personal traits and preferences. In ACE [39] it involves interaction knowledge (used components), interests (unit clusters, hypothesis), knowledge (learned units) and preferences.

4.3 USER GOALS

Problem: What information should be considered as user goals in a user model that is to be used in an Adaptive Web-based Educational System (AWES)?

Context: You have designed the USER MODEL DESCRIPTION as part of the USER MODEL COMPONENT of an AWES and have decided to include USER GOALS. You are currently reflecting on what to consider as USER GOALS.

Forces:

- Being able to model the user/learner’s educational goal(s) can facilitate adaptation. An AWES (via its author) can “deliver” the same course differently to learners with different educational goals, by setting the appropriate conditions to meet those goals. For example a learner with a goal “to master subject X” will receive more in-depth tutoring than a learner with a goal “to familiarize themselves with subject X”.
- It is incorrect to assume that all users/learners aim at learning all of the material offered by an AWES.
- Educational goals can vary in scope. For example they may refer to the whole duration of the course, or to only a part of it.
- There are some types of user goals that can be determined by the users, but some others cannot. For example, the users can determine the initial educational goal before starting a course using the AWES, but probably cannot be in a position to set the best (short-term) goal(s) for themselves while the course is in progress.
- The user goals determined may be in a form that is not suitable to be directly included in a user model.

Solution:

Include specific user goals in the user model in order to facilitate adaptation, and capture the real intent of the learner with respect to the learning material. The information that has to be kept as user goals in order for the system to better adapt to its user, is divided in two categories:

- Long-term goals - educational goals that are valid for a longer period of time and require significant effort to be met.
- Short-term goals – educational goals that are valid for a shorter period of time and require relatively moderate effort to be met.

Long-term goals are usually determined by the users, whereas short-term goals by the AWES that plays the role of a tutor and is driven by the course author. In the second case, a goal-modelling component may be required: a component that will take relevant data (frequently USER KNOWLEDGE), process it and derive goals. In order for particular user goals to be included in a user’s model, a pre-processing operation may be necessary to bring them to the required format that was defined by the USER MODEL REPRESENTATION.

Related patterns: USER MODEL DESCRIPTION, USER MODEL REPRESENTATION, USER KNOWLEDGE.

Known uses: Interbook [9] initially modelled an educational goal as a sequence of sets of concepts, while later on as a stack of sets, allowing the user to move a
selected goal to the top of the stack. BGP-MS [11] models the user's goals in multiple ways. Firstly, the developer of BGP-MS applications can specify groups of users that share common goals. In addition, s/he is able to specify the user goals that correspond to specific answers to a questionnaire, as well as to specify the user goals that correspond to specific user actions as they are observed by the system.

5. Conclusions and future work

We have introduced a pattern language for the design of Adaptive Web-based Educational Applications (AWES). The patterns have been categorized according to the AHAM paradigm, and one of these categories, that concerns the USER MODEL COMPONENT has been presented. Finally we demonstrated three of the patterns of the aforementioned category. It is noted that the hierarchical, tree-like categorization of patterns presented in the third section can be continued by decomposing the tree further and defining even lower-level patterns. For example, the USER GOALS pattern can be ‘broken down’ into smaller patterns that define types of user goals.

Our purpose was the introduction of a disciplined approach for designing AWES, which will be beneficial to inexperienced designers of AWES. The proposed pattern language structured as a hierarchy will help an AWES designer to have a broad view of the system, to know the components that should be incorporated, as well as their interdependencies. However, it should be understood that the pattern language is not a blueprint design thus customization should be undertaken.

In the future, we aim to improve the pattern language by exposing it to the pattern community, as well as to incorporate it in a newly established relevant repository [31]. The final goal is to develop the rest of the patterns that are stated in the pattern language and have not been written yet.
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